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Abstract,

Thit research examined the role of attribtitiont in meaningful. achievement
situations and'inveqigated whethdr-aftribUirlons*could be-effectiyely
altered by the implementation of specified.instructional -conditions. In
a study of 200 community college'stUdent was demonstrated. that an
individual's- attributions were significantly related. to measures of his
effort and achieyempnt..it was further shown that attribbtions were p
manipulable but only when certain learning conditions could be achieved.
It was concluded tht an attribution is an impotant variable because it- -

ls significantly rated to.performancels manfOUlabla, and is subject
toconditionspresehtlyAnder the cUrricularTbhtro of the school.

The issue-of peSonal Control'has loig been a popular theme -amOng,

researchers ap&theorists from Oariety ofdisciplities. Competence and

effectance he101essness,and Stilvin for-superiority are representative

f constructs s-which have .been fOrWated to desCribe the"degree,
-

to which an individual. is able-to manipulate and control the signifiCant

events taking place within, his life,spaCe. Of these approaches, the one

Mast.gdrMane to academic achievement situations consists of 4 set of
',. *. -

.

general. prinCiOles. drawn/together under the label of attribution theory.

An attribution _s quite 'simply, an iadiVidual's perception of- -e causes

his academid successes- and failure's. The attributional approachkPosits.
,

hat'Individuals differ` in their, causal perceptions about success 4and _-

failure and'ihat these atti.ibutiOnsre related to perfoe.Mance on achieve-
,

merit related tasks.

Whilrprevious formulations have a been concerned with,percep-

tions of personal control, these'strategies have aimPst uniformly viewed

them as stable and relatively permanent traits. attributional approach,
. -.4

on the other hand, introduces the- notion of Variablity-into- the ,study of

causal percepticips and seriously questions whether thesepersonalTerde0,-



dons are necessarily stable. orlixed.That-is, in attribution theorS,

0

thisconstructis conceptualized as an alterable anti, thprefore,:poten-
4

tially manipulable variable.

In recent years, the number of atfribution related studies has hen,

expanding geometrically. Comprehensive reviews and discussions of the

attribution-al' research literature have been- prepared by BartTal (1-975),

Weiner (1974):, -and thiti-98,0) and will not te.presentic. .the conc4u,
. ,

sion,Which ene_derives frem:such a re4iew of the extant literatureAs t

contiderable energies hav een-expende and considerable ingenuttY eml

ployed in attempts to. exhaustively examine, dissect, and catalog eiCh:

facet of the attributional construct. Upon analysis, however,-it:betogies

clear that these past narrowly focuted efforts have; almost uniformly,

.ufferecifrovproblems involving. artificiality, lack of scope ordepth-',

and 'lack of generalizability to educational theory and.'prattiee-.

The present study represents a new level of development in attribu7,

tional research in that ft has invettigated the role which AttributiOns

'play in,school leatingly examining meaningful behaviort in achievement

oriented situations under naturalistic conditions. Specifically, the

objectives of this research were twofold: (1) to determine whether and

to what-extent attribptional .perceptions affect academia performance in

actual school. settings, and (2) to determine whether instructional and-

'learning.donditions cou'Td bp .maMpulated in ortler rapidly and effec
o

tively alter students' causal perceptions.

TheoretitaI Model
o

The theoretical "model which jaided this research is an-a



of the earlier til;14gms of Bloom, 971) and Anderson (1973) and attempts

to clarify' the:linkages betimen what a student brings to a particular

achievement situation and thecamount Of effort which he expends toward

accomplishing that articular task. This conceiityal framework is depicted

in Figure'
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units is schematiCally depicted in. Figure, 2.

can be seen in-Figure 2 that the sequence of events taking pla

in one learning Onit,will have implications for' sUbseqUent. units. These-
4 .
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Thus, it was hypothesized that tie learni..?g proceSt (including attribution l

diyelOpment) would increasingly beifectdd as a:Consistent pattern emerged.

jnorderto evaluate the- efficacy of thispAradigrn, and to begip to

investigate relevance

for educational practice and theory, a comprehensive study was designed

and implemented in' actual classrooms in,a.cammunity college setting.

Methodology -4-

Thileen classes of both first.and :second year. tominunity college

students from four different cdntent areas were selected from fOur dif-
,

f er t campuses of a consoli ted community college system in the City of

Chicago. The final sample o. 189 students-was drawn from twd predominantly

black, one predomtnantly,whIte,end one xecially teg ra ed campus Stu7

Plait in this. system tend to be older than those mos't four'year in-

stitutions (average age was 27), are likely to b em loved, have-depen,

dents-, and relatively poor-aczideic backgrounds

A modified pretest-posttest control gro design was utilized in

the present study. Four teachers (with prvv sucdess'ful experience

with mastery learning) were selefted to tea 'h a total of seven classes



.under mastery, earning Conditions. These conditions involved,the use of

frequent forMatime:tests to identify learning Weaknesses,, the administra-

,tion of correctives, and the-retesting of the material) The. six Control

classes,=on the-other_ hand,:were taught *accordance-with-the usual

techniques employed by the four facUlty membert of the control group._

This research was ;onducted in one eighteen-week semester. Since

.----
students could not be randomly asSigned tOclasses, .it could-not be

assumed teat students. woUld -be equallydistri64ted with regardito pre-

requisites,,affectiVe-characteristiCs; etc'. An fort was mideto control

these potentially Contaminating influences by experimentally balancing

certain key variablesi thereby Minimizing their,confoUnding impact. -ThuS,

for all,mastery;control 0 ings,',the same courses (e.g - PsycholOgY 100)

were taught on, the same campus. To this end,.thiS technique appears to have

been successful. A detailed comparison indicated .ihat the two groupsof-

students were extremely comparable-at,the onsetof the-study-and brought

similar backgrunds andloerformance related skillSto the experimental

setting.
f

Instrumentation

this research effort., as in any study, the weight or confldence

placed in the results must be tempered by the reliability, validity, and

fapprop! ateness of the assessment devices employed to gatherevidence. With
P

this in mind, one of the r{ajor concerns of this study involv d the sele-

4=
-For-a cemp_ehenslve discussion of the mastery learni -concerit

and approach see Bloom (19681,1971, 1976) and Block (1971).

(Th



tion or development, testing and refinement of all instruments employed

here.
1

All instruments were field tested and evaluated at'least once in the

same cOmunity College setting utilized in the actual study. Where deces

.nary, revisions and. improvements- made to,theSe,Astessment deCes.

On. Cie basis of content related as well as psychoinetric informa pion
r.

- 4
generated in two pilot studies as:well.ai the results from previous re

search efforts (e,g., Anderson, 1973; COleman,'et al., 1968 ;.Crandall, et

al., 19550CES, 1977; Yildiran, 1977), it was concluded that the major

assessment techniques employed in this research met-appropriate reliability.

and'validity'criteria.
,,- .

The Adult AChieVementRes onsibilit Scale

94cause of its role in -Mediating.anteaedent conditions to effort and

achievement oUtcomes, An academically oriented attribUtiOn-was presented

as the central variable-in4the theoretical model which guided this research..

With thiS in mind, it was essential that an instrument be chcisen which

was highly valid and reliable, and was capable of reflecting changes in

the underlying construct. After a carefUl review of the extant research

literature, it was concluded that an approf;riate measurement-device would

have to be developed. Preyious attributiOnal instrumentswsuffered with

problems relating to their validity reliability, their appropriateness

toAcademic-achievemen.Csituations, and their ability to reflect.. change.{

The final version of the:Aliult Achievement Responsibility.sCale,(AAR)

consistS, of twenty -six, items.- For each item, the student assigns a-weight-

-I

1-
For a cOmprehensive discussi n of the six variables employed in

this study as well as.a deSCription'o the instruments employed to assess
these variables, see Eiby (1980
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or percentage to_each, of the two given alternatives The weights Could

range from 0 to 100 for each of the choices so long as the two' combined

to 100%.- It was posited that a distributional type measurement, devfce such

as the AAR), would be more likely to'reflect rapid change in 'a% UnderlAng

construct than .wouTd. a forced-choice- type- of scaleIt was antitipated

that.thit innovative response,- forthat '[deriVed, from the work of ..Feldman

Summers and -10esler .(1974)]'woulclalso help to alleviate -some of the

Problems and dittortionsdauseOpy social desirability dhd other, forms

k. ..

response bias. An individual's AW Score was defined to be the total

number of internally-oriepted.th ices selected,by the student)

The 'Adult Achtevement Resp sibility scale was adminittered by the

classroom teactier- hti 'third, tenth, and seventeenth weeks of the

eighteen=weeesemester. n general , this device required about ten minutes

to comilete.Student or ner is and actions (including informal interviews)

indicated at learners were quite interested -and inVolvein the7domple-.'

tion of this _vel tipe of test, The Adult AthieVementReSpontibijity scale

is- presented van Appendix.as

Results

One of the goal s of the Study was o' examine the nature iird strength

of the relationship b n'attributions and effort and hchieliement. Effort

was considered to be a'behi for which indicated a learner's

1
,While not readily, appdent to the test taker, the AAR is, in effect,

scored as Tit were a forced Choice devide.. Since students aistributed
weights of from 0 to 100 for each of the alternatives, tbe following strategy
was utilized in determining.the iqtal.number. of internaVhchoices made. For
each of the 26 internally oriented\choices, a weight or percentage of

active nvol ve-

0 4g = 0; _50 = 4-1/2 and -51.7. 100\= +1.'



Trent in the learning process; Student effort was assessed in two ways:

by observation .of overt .bme-on-task behaviart, and by collecting 'data on

students' patterns of classroom absenteeism. AchieVement was considered

to be a-cognitive measure of the student's level of performance on forma-

ti-ie and s mnative eXaminations aS well as`his final grade in a course.

Attributional information .was collected by means-of the Adult Achievement

the
- :

Responsibility scale. Witch was administered at the beginnin:

and-at the end of the eighteen-week period.

. . . .

In order to examine the `effect academicaTiy oriented attributions
, , .

.upon performance -and effort, the aSsociattonal relationthips. between:these
-, -

measures-were calculated. Tables- Tr, 2,-, and a "resent the zero-order cor-
___ .

.. ,. uL, .

relatiori -Coefficients between the attributional measure and the measures

.-- of achievementOnyolvement -and absenteeismJor the total. pOpulation (N = 189).

It was hypothesized that acadethically-oriented'aitributions.would

.

be-related to achievement and.also that this relationship would grow-in-
k

'creasingly strong as the 'course develpped.-Thisrelationship examined
.

in Table 1,

TABLE I

ZERO-ORDER CORRELATIONS BETWEEN
ATTRIBUTIONS AND ACHIEVEMENT

bit

Cognitive Pre-Test

Mid-Term ExamiriatiO

Final(Exatinatiah

CoursdArade.

aThe
,

following convention for level ofoi,gnificance is used
throughout the present study: p .0.



The results clearly indicated that the very weak bonds between the

first attributional measure and the initial measure of adievement grew

increasingly strong in subsequentliieasurements,of'these variables, 'It can

be= Seen that by the Middle,of the course, a statistically significant

correlation existed between the relevant atttibut4onal and achievemen

measures AAR
2

and the mid -tern examination . By the completion of

the course, the final atIributional,measure explained 26% of the variance,

in fi4LeiaminationscOres and 35%'of the variance,in course grades.,,

It was- hypOthesized that attributions:Would be related to involvement

.

(aS-rhea time -on- task } and that this relationship would also

-grow increasingly strong over- ihe'4uration of-the semester. As-danYbe seen
...1, . ...,, , .. ., .

in Table 2 'which depicts the-.results for the entire experimental popula,

tton, individuals'cauti9 att ihutions were increasingly related to their

levels of involvement.

TABLE

ZERO -ORDER CORRELATIONS BETWEEN
ATTRIBUTIONS AND TIME -ON -TASK

While the relationship-between causal attributions and involvement
4(

. :, . ,,

,was not as strong as-in the case of achievement, it was significantly
.

'yt,
, ,,, .,.- -

. '.

differen.- from zero by the final time-on-task observation: AAR_ explained ..



about22% of the variance, in students', overt time-on-task behaviors-and

as anticipated the relationship between these two variable's had

ened aSithe course developed.

rt was hypothesized that an individual's causal attributions would

also be related. to his expenditure ofeffort (measured here by patterns'o

.absenteeism). ,It Ts 4044tedtOta 'StUderit'S.attribUttOns WeuldjieAega-

-tively-CorrelaVd'with iiis,rete of absenteeism, and_also.that the strength.

Of this negative relationship would ,become progressively stronger'ai the

course transpired.. As can be seen inJable 3, the correlatibns tetween

-these variables did not reach .1e4e1 of statistical significake.

TABLE I.

ZERO-ORDER CORRELATIONS BETWEEN
ATTRIBUTIONS,ANDABSENTEEISM'

Absent" .12 .16

Absent. -,07

Absent -'4110

While these two variables

of their interrelationship'did,

not Significantly related, the pattern-

heless,work tn Ittehexpected direction.

That the negati ve relationshtrbetweWattributions and absenteeism

became increasingly strong over the course of the exper*ental.peridd,

In sum, it has been clearly shown that an individual's causal attri-
,

Lbutions are Systematically related. to measures of his achievement, involve-

meat, and to a lesser degree his effort. In'eaCh case it was demonstrated
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'that as the course progressed, the relationship between:the exam-flied

Yariables and academically- oriented attributionsAidgrow progreSsively

stronger.

Atari bUtions andAchievement Indieres

13cays-l-r(a-e

As can be seen in the theoretical model depicted in Figure 1 (p.

a. ttributions are not only linked to performance-indices but are hypothe

sized to be an important deter inant of effort and achievement. While the

results depicted in Tables 1, 2, and 3 provide strong support for an

associational relationship between these variables, causal inference cannot

be drawl from thete data alone. Kukla (1972) explicitly summarizes the

nature of the causal argument which must be made:

In prinOiple, this cognitive hypothesis- is readily testable:.
if behavior,bevior, then a change in attribu-
tion. will result in a. corresponding_ changein behavior. Thus,
if a.high achiever acts-the way he does because of the manner
in which. hetypically attributes causality, then-any .operation

0.--which increases the likelihood of such an attribution will
also increase -the.-likelihOod of the behavior known to be char-
acteristic-of high'achievers(p. 189)

Thus, in orde- to establish a cause -and effect relationship, it is

necessary:to demonstrate -that changes Observed-in one:variable (i.e.,

achieVement) Are the.result of a manipulated change made to another variar

ble causal attribution).

the present study- tertain:.conditfonS the use of feedback-

corrective procedures) were imposed-on the teaching and learning in the

-- .

. ".The possible causal linkage between -achievement and attributions
also need's to be examined an attribution viewed as a dependent
variable). This relationship has been examined in detail (Duby, 1980),
but .the results will not be reported here.
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.experimental clas,ses. These conditions, in addition to the competitive

processes naturally in operation within theclassroom, were expected to pro-

duce rapid ind'meaningful changes in studentsF.-causal ,attributions. In order

,tb-support.the causal linkage, it was neCeisary to show, that attributional

ch4nges were taking place but, more importantly, it was.. also necessary to

demonstrate that the increases or decreases whiCh toole-place in studentSt
. ,

attributional levels were consistently mirrored, by gains or loSses in their

-.rate Of involvement, in the.reency of their absenteeism, and in the

amount-theY,Tearned. If ft could.be consistently demonstrated that changes

in performance indices systematically paralleled those produced in academi-.

daily oriented attributions, then the findings can be regarded as evidence,

of the hypothesized causal

After reviewing the attribution rela ed data generated in the present
..,

work, students were -classified.into one of three attributional categories:

(1) Those who exhibited'incredses of 1.5 points or more in their
attributionallevels (over the e-duration ofthe experiMental
period),

(2) Those whose attributional --scores declined by 1.5 points or more,

3) -Those whOse attributional scores remained virtually at the same
level (i.e., chan ed less than 1-5 points in either direction).

The cutoff scores of X1.5 -were chosen because they Separate the experimental

population into three comparably sized samples-and because a difference of

1.5 represents one-half of a standard deviation on the attributional measure.

Utilizing theSe attributional classifications, an.examinationwas made

(for the total experimental population- N . 189) of the changes which took

place in involvement, effort and achievement over the duration of the experi-
-,

mental'oeriod. It was anticipated that meaningful changes produced in
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lob

attributions those of one -half Standard deviation or more). would lead:

to meaningful and observable changes in behavior, The results afire seen. to

'provide clear and consistent support for. the hypothesized causal linkage

between attributiOns and performance indices.

It was expected that as an individual's attribUtions became increasing-

ly more internal,
,

his academic behaviors would increasingly reflect the:be-
,

havior patterns of high Achievers .e., high grades, high time-on-task, and

low absenteeism). Conversely, it was felt thetas a student's attributions:

became progressively more external, his academic-behaviors would be in-

creasi.ngly reflective, of those of low achievers poor academic per-

formance, lOW involvement,,and high'absenteeism).: A middle position was ex-

Oected for those whose attributionel.views remained largely unchanged.

The.most-important overall finding from these comparative-analyses,.

are the patterns exhibited by the attributional gain, same, and loss grOups.

Of the three groups of students, those individuals who deMonstrated mean ng-

ful gains (i.e., increases of one-half standard deviation or more) on the

attributional dimension showed the largest increases in their rates of time-

on-task, the smallest increases in their rates of absenteeism, and the: smallest
_

losses in-achievement. Exactly the opposite was demonstrated, by the students

whose, attributional scores significantly declined (i.e., losses of one-half-

standard deviation or more). Of the three subpopulations-, these individuals

suffered the largest losses in their rates of time-on-task and levels of

The results indicate that, across the thirteen classes, the final
surrimative tests were typically more diffidult than the initial or mid-
term examinations.



Achievement, and the largest gains. in their- rates of absenteeism. The stu-

dents Whose a ributional views changed little occupied.a. middle positien

on each of the achievement- related,driteria between the performance, gains

of:the:attributional gain group and the performance losses of the attribu,

tional loss group;

With regard to the final Observations or,measyresof student achieve-

ment, absenteeism, and involvement, a second very clear profile emerges (see

rigure 3)._It was exOected-fhat:

(1) The average.finalinvolveme t--level woulcrie higiest in the
',,attributiobal gain group and lowestin'theattrifttional loss,gro p,

(2) The average final absentee rate would be lowest ih the attributio
gain group and highest in the attributional less group,

The average final examination score and the overall grade point
average would be highest in the attributional gain group

,95 and lowest in the attributional loss group.

ACHIEVEMENT

6%

INVOLVEMENT.

50

45

40

35

ABSENTEEISM

2

15

10

5

Final ummat ve
Examinatiom,Score

F neAbSenteeisM Rate Final Involve
(TOTS(Absent3)

Figure 3: A Comparison of Selected Performance Indices for-
the Attributional Gain, Same, and Loss Groups

r7t.IFTfe
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An examinatior; of these data and figure 3 indicate that with

one exception .e the'withdrawal. rate was equally low in both th attr

:

bational Gatti and Same groups) the expected relationships are clearly

\

present- for 'each- of the performance criteria. Once again, the recut is in

the at6ibutional "no-changen'group fell in between those of the attribu-

tional gain,and losgroups.

the final pattern-which emerged from these data involved the dis ri-

bution of individuals within each attrObutignal groOp Who. gain, lose, or

shoW no change on each of the performanCe criteria. For .example the percen-

tage of students withipreach attributional.category whose achievement scores

rose, fell,.or remained the tame calculated. This procedure was imPle.-

iflented for:each-Of the performance criteria. In comparing the three attribu-

tforiaI roups,. It was expected that certain specific patterns or distribu-,

tions would be found.

With only minor variations, the,.expected patterns of distributions

were fOLind.:As anticipated, the attributional- gain'goup possessed the .

largest, percentage of individuals whose involvement and achievement levels

increased and whose absenteeism rates diminished. This group also had the

smallest percentage of students whose involvement and achievement -level's-
.

decreased and whose absenteeism rates'increased. Exactly the opposite pat-

tern was-found for the attributionallosS grbup. Finally, the same or.

no-change group occupied the xpected transitional, poSition on each- of the

achievement criteria.

ummary

From the above data it -is quite evident that increases or decreases

which take place in students' academically oriented attributions are



paralleled by gains or losses in the amounts which theY learn, iH their

rates of involvement, and in he frequency of their absenteeism. Support

has been provided for the cohte tion that changes to a more internal

orientation. are related to posi e changes in achievement related behaviors,

and thai attributiorlal changes in'a more external directi n are related to

fewer changes:in achievement like-activities. In addition, to Ihe correlational

findings cited in fables 1, 2, and 3,.-the clear and consistent patterns

discussed above provide strong support for the existence of the hypothesized

,causal lirikge between attributions and subsequent performance. On the

basis of these results, it can.be inferred that changes in performance

dices are attributable, at east in part, to changes which take place in

4 2-

subjects' causal pefteptionS.

Alterability of attributions-

The, second main objective of tht study was to investigateIhe her
)

academi=cally oriented attributions could be meaningfully altered on a

short-term basis (withinone 18-Week-semester); This queStion.is considered

to be a critical one because it exploreS to what'exient attributions can.
- i

play a role. in school learning. That-is, it investigates the following ques-

tion "Are academicallyoriented attribution's manipulable and therefore

subject to the inttruckional and curricular control of the sChool?" If it

.were demonstrated that attribUtions-were strongly related .td-effort and

achievement bUt were highly resistant to change, then this variable would

have little practical impact upon education. On the other hand', if it can

be shown that attributions arevelated to effort and achievement and are

alterable on a short-term basis when certain instru onal- conditions can



I
achieved, then a potentially very powerful means may have been identified

r maximizing,achievement related performance.

. .-..0.

Learning Conditions and Attributlonal Development

It has been hypothesized above that attributional growth verses
. '

ributinal stabflitywould be related to the presence or absepce.of-

,ce-tain speciat teacher-imilbsed learhing.conditions. Since these iPStrOC.-,

--tional'artangements were not in effectin the cotra group, it was

pedted_that little change would occur in the learners' causal attri utip s.
(

A direct comparison Of the patterns of attributiOnal development inthe
4

control and' mastery .groups would provide sqpport For thi hypdthesized

linkage. However, it must be stated explicitly that the present research
S

is not a study of mastery v6rsUs control approaChes to instruction. Rather,
.

it is an in-depth investigation of the attributional construct: its role

A

ii school learning .and its link4ges to other achievement related variables.y;

While it could be shown that rapid attributional change did takeplate.

in the overall mastery group,
1

it is clear that not all mastery students mane

use of available feedback and correctives,` achieved well,or became more in-

ternal in their causal perceptions It is therefore necessary to distinguish

between the mastery students who systematically made use of the learning
(,

conditions and thosrwho did snot.

The minimum conditions whi r were utilized divide the total mastery

population into two subgroups- were set down by the present researcher and

See Ruby (1980 ) ffora complete summary of these data (especially
Appendix 8).



involved maniOulable varia_le

) trot of the teacher. Thee minimaM-conditions were: the successful comple-.
A

i h were subject t_. the:instructional con-

=0)
v -

.,:ion of t least 50% the. formative tests at a mastery level 80% or

higher)-
1

and an atien ance rate of at least 75: Only when both of these

requirements mere me as an individual placed into the mastery subgroup Ao

"Met minimum condit ont. Otherwise a student was placed into the mastery

subgroup. which did not meet minimum uirement " Utilizing the above cri-2

teria, it-Was fbuhd that 61 students ( 7%) met minimum Conditions,.while

46 (43%) did not:3

iat

The mastery met minimum conditiOWs ubgroup is considered to be the

only experimental population to systemati ally rand'eftectively utilie the

available instructional and learning Conditions. The students in the mas-
t

tery,subg oup who did Ibt meet minimum requirements as well as fhe n

mastery st dents, serve as' the "controls." Thus, this study, in effect

employed one successful t

tribUtional

merit group for whom rapid and meaningful at-

growth was anticiOated, and two " "control" po6ulations for

whom little'attributional change was expected.

-The initial; comparability of the three subgroups was evaluated across

a number of areas...'Zhe results from these detail -arisons-indicated

1

1The number of-formatiVe tests ranged from four to ten across the
seven mastery learning classes

2
it was found that all students who had achieved masteryon 50% or

more -of the formative tests also had an attendance rate of at least 75%.
However, the converse .dicrnot-.hold.

-This dual classification of mastery learning students has been
used preViously in a number of studies. See, for example, JOnes,
1975.. .
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that thg- three groups were very similar with regard to all the demographic

and performance. related variables. Despite some differences in the affective

area (i e., the control, group demonstrated higher initial subject, specific

affect than either of tie mastery subgroups), it was concluded hat the' three

grodps were veryrcomparable at the onset of the study, and brought similar,

backgrounds and performance rela ed skills to the expeHMental
\,

Resin

Ifattributionaldevelopment is strongly related to-the imposed in-

structional conditions and not to other generalized factors in mastery learn-

ing (e.g., simple parti ipation in a mastery program or the knowledge that

all in, the mastery class_can achieve at a-hi h level), the attributionai

levels in the mastery met miniMUm cOnditionS Subgrou0 should reflect rapid and

meaningful growth in attributional perceptions. Th attributional levels

of the Studentsin the did not meet:miniMuM conditions' subgroup, like ;those

of the students. in the control classes, should remain stable.,

,Table 4'examines the development of academically oriented attributions-

at different stages of-the instructional'seqbence for the control group as

well as the two mastery subgroups.

As can be seen in Table 4, the results provide strong and clear -cut

:,evidence that academically oriented attributions are alterable on a Short-

term basis. Further, these -findings demonstrate that'the .teacher imposed

Tnstructianal-And learning conditions-are strongly linked to the development

f attributional perceptions.



TABLE 4

AN ANALYSIS OF ATTRIBUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
IN THREE EXPERIMENTAL SUBGROUPS .

Mastery Who
Met-Minimum
Conditions

(*1)

Mastery Who'Did
Not Meet Minimum

Contr0 Requirements df
(C) **(MN)

N 61

1'7.79

2A3

N 49

19.29

5
2.54

N = 61

AAR j 20.32

1.74

41?

34

.76

661

18.99

2.47

46,

18.23

2.54

34 (2,146)

18.69

2.88

(2,1E6) .82

*a
82 46 (2,186) 13.26

18.73 is 18.22 5

+2.53

2,66 2,16

*a
*.39 .01, (2,186) 8.61-

6.61 -.02

---
;

a
-Thejolloi4ing is a-summary of multiple comparisons applicable.. to

both the final attributional measure and the attributional 4ain score:
MM C*, MM > MN, C

It can be seen that Airama-iCthinge has taken place in-the ibu-

tional- views of the students-who Met minimum conditions. This mastery learn-

ing subgroup demonstrated a practically and statistically .Significant'increase

n their attributions (i.e., a gain of over one standard deviation in their

AIR scores In contrast, can be seen that virtually Change hiS occurred
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i the attributional levels of the other two experimental groups. In fact,

the attributional scores ofboth the control group nd Oie mastery subgroup

who did not meet mini mum requirements actually decline01-+Nim the middle

(AAR2) to the end (AAR ) of the course. That is, their attributional views

moved toward a more eternal orientation.

attributional levels of the three-groups were ~alsoAirectly com-

. pared, the results of.the-Analysis of variance indicate that while the at-
,

tribUtional -views of the three groups were very similar-at the onset' of -the.

course, the differences in- attributional scores among them were stotistically
p-

significant by the completion of the experiTentat perfod. The differences

in attr-butionallain-sCores.were also found to be significant. Shoe the

hypothes s of equal means was rejected ih:both'cases:by. the:analysiS:Of.,
... ,,

-,

Variance multiple comparisons. were completed (Bock, 1975 267 The

resultSindicatt that the differences betaeen-the,-.attributional levels

(both.final and gain scores) of the mastery met minimum conditions subgroup,

were significantly different from those of both-the control- group and the

mastery did not meet minimum requirements - subgroup. Significant differenCes,

were not found to exist between the two "control" populations.

-t
FrOdTable it-can be seen that the three experiMental.,,populations

exhibited very different patterns of attributional develoOment.jhese,

patterns.are graphically depicted, in Figure. 4. On the baStSof these findings

it can be concluded that rapid and meaningful attributional change took place

neither in the entire experimental population nor in the whole mastery group

but rather in a subset Of thiS latter population 4th 'whom a particular set

of instructional and learning. conditions were. SuccesSfully implemented. This
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Figure 4. A Comparison of the Attributional
Development of Three Groups of Leirners

resultis seen' as extremely important. because it indicates that academically

oriented attriOutiOns can -be 'aff0t0,by conditilons- which are presently

,_under theAnstructional and curricular control of the school.

Summary

The second objective of this,AttudYwas Considered to be its most

important in that itexplored the extent to which attributions might -play

a role in schobl learning. In order to demonstrate that attributions could

AF
have a practical impact upon real school situation, t was necessary to



'show that:this construct. was not only related- to -effort and achievements
\.

but alSo that attriblitions-cpuld4be rapidly:and meaningfully.altered. The

results have indicated that.attributionsare linked to achievement related.

Variables and are'manipulable on 4.17elativ6ly short-!term,basis..-Thuseein at

least a sample clessr006 situatiOn, it has been demonstrated thgt attributions

-scan be made subject to the control of the school..

The rilajor.impfl4tiops to be drawn from this research- are education-

ally oriented.

0
be directed at

courage him to clarify and define his role in achievement situations That

The presAnt findin4ssAgeat that instructional efforts should,

providing theStudentwith learning- experiences whichen-

activities shoul0 he designed so as to provide the learner with the

opportunity to frequently assess his ability to determine his academic spot-
..

comes The consistency of feedback appears to be a key element in promoting

attributional growth Therefore, use of instructional approach s which

prpvide.evidence of personal involvement as well as successful performance

should be encouraged since thpy:tend_to_result in*bOth academic and-

attributiohal developm0ht. The mastery learning strategy which was 'employed

ih- this research is-one of a-number of instrUctionaf'approaches -which enable=_

a large ajority of students to reach high levels of achievement. It is

suggested that these approathes. can also be successfully employed to promote_

attributionAl growth.
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Appendix

STUDENT ATTRIBUTIONAL SURVEY

(The Adult Achievement Responsibility Scale

_This questionnaire Asks you to describe your Wray of viewing certain school-

ing processes. While the following questions may be unlike any you have

seen before, there are no right or wrong answers. What is important is the

way you, view each question.

This questiOnnaire willyemain absolutely confidential. This survey and

your reactions to it wfii have nothing whatsoever to do with your grade in

this course. Yois should be able to complete the following 26 items in about

10 minutes. Please carefully read the directions before marking your answers.

Your help and patience is greatly appreciated. Please answer all _questions.

Directions: The following 26 items ask you to assign a weight or percentage

to each of the two given choices. The following is an illustration.

If a baseball, player goes into a batting slump,- is it because:

a. he is swinging too hard and has picked up bad batting habits
or '7

b he has lost confidence in his ability to hit

I would personally assign a greater responsibility for the slump to

choice b. Therefore, I would indicate something like:

20% a
80% b.

Your view might be quite- differehf7---
The percentages would vary according to the strength with which you see each

alternative as contributing to the slump. For example, you might see choice

a. as primarily responsible-and might give it 85%: You would then give choice.

b. a figure if 15%.

The only restriction is that the two erce tapes must add uo to 100%.

Please feel free to ask questions.

When you do well on a test at school, s it

a. because of your preparation for it, or

_b. because the test was really easy.

a fellow student tells you that you are bright, is it

a. because of your ability, or
b. because he is looking for your help with something?

3. Do you feel that when good things happen to you in school they happen

a. because you are in the right place at the right time, or

b. because of your- effort?



ATTRIBUTIONAL SURVEY -- Continued

If you solve a problem or exercise, is it
a. because you work on it carefully, or

because it 'isn't a very complex problem?

When you learn something_ in school, is it
a. because you pay close attention, or
lb. because of the teacher's clear explanations?

When you have difficulty with a certain test, is it
a. because a number of things interfered with your studying, or

b. because you didn't really understand the subject matter?

If your teacher tells you that you are bright or a good learner, is

a. because of something you did, or
b. because he is in a particularly good mood?

When'ydu forget something youheard in-Class, is it
a. because the teacher didn't explain it very clearly, or

b. because of your lack of.concentrition?

-9.. You are-explaining how to solve _a problem to-a friend and he tarns.
hopito'do-it quickly. Would that happen.

a; because of your ability to explain it:well,- or

b. -because he is able to understand it?.yT7JE.

1C. If a teacher says to-you'"Your -work is fine", is it

a. because -your work really is :good,-or
b. something teachers usually say to encourage students?

11 When you aren't doing well on your schoolwork, is it
a. because you can't get used to the teacher's style of teaching

(his approach, etc.), or
b. because your work isn't very good?

12. When you do better than usual in a particular subject, is it

a. because you made an extra effort, or

-----b. because someone helped you?

13. When you find it easy to work certain problems, is it

a. because the text was well written and good examples were given, or

b. because you'have kept up with the material and can see how things

all fit together?

14. When you read an assignment but can't remember much of-it, is it

a. because you really weren't interested in it, or

b. because the assignment was too complex and too long?

15. When you have trouble understanding some school material,is it

a. because the teacher only confused you with his remarks, or
b. because you weren't paying very close attention?



ATTRrBUTIONAL SURVEYContinued

16. If a student'tells you that what you said in class wasn't very
bright, was it
a. -because you didn't clearly think out what you were goingto say

----b. because he was just taking out his frustrations on you?

17. Wheit you do poorly on an oral or Written Auiz, is it
A. because of your preparatidn for ft, or

--77b. becausalt was too difficult and went beyond the material you
were supposed to study?,

18. If you can't 'complete an ekercise or problem, is ;it
a. because you're not especially gdodi,at thts'AypetifiprObleM,

b. because. the aren't written'clearlyienoUgh?.

or

9. If you were to become a teacher, doctor, or scientist would this,happ n

a. because of your dedication to your work, or
----b. betause of the help of others at crucial times?

213. When you remember'something you hear in class,
a. because you are paying attention, or

because the teacher's explanation was really logical?

'21. You are showing a classmate how to ,answer a particularl di fiFi cult

problem but he can't seem to get the hang of it, is it
a. because it is probably too advanced for him, or

-----b. because you don't understand it well enough to explain .tlearly?

22. You don't do as well as usual in a particular subject, is it

a. because you weren't as careful and persistent as usual, or
because something bothered you and kept you from working?

-

23. When you're not sure about the answer to a question which your

teacher asks you and the answer you give is wrong, is it
a. because he was more particular and demanding'than-usual, or

because you answered without really thinking it through?

24. When you find it hard to finish certain assignments, is it

a. because you hadn't studied well enough before you tried them, dr

-----b. because the problems were too complicated?

25. If people think you're intelligent, is it
a. because they happen to like you, or

-----b. because you generally act that way?

26. If a teacher says to you "Try to do better", is it

a. just a motivational device teachers are always using, or

b. because your work shows that you haven't been putting as

much time as utual into your work?


